CORIAN® SINTERED
A Force of Nature
CORIAN® DESIGN TAKES A NEW LEAP IN TECHNOLOGY AND STYLE WITH THE INTRODUCTION OF CORIAN® SINTERED. BORN OF NATURE AND ENHANCED BY SCIENCE, CORIAN® SINTERED ENTERS THE EXPANDING LINE OF CORIAN® DESIGN MATERIALS AND PIONEERING INSPIRATIONS.

Corian® Sintered is an innovative and high performance surfacing material available in a range of aesthetics. Thanks to its unique production technology, Corian® Sintered has through body aesthetics, meaning its colors and patterns are consistent through the whole thickness of the material, not just printed on the surface. It delivers superior hardness, is non-porous, does not promote the growth of mold, bacteria and mildew, and it encompasses high resistance to scratches, abrasions, high temperatures and staining.

It is designed to complement the aesthetics of Corian® Solid Surface and Corian® Quartz, and offers an additional resource for stylish, strong and versatile design concepts, in unique sizes, finishes, and colors. A restrained range of colors and patterning, spanning from crisp white to cool black, are enhanced with options of three thicknesses (½ in, ¾ in, 1 ¼ in) and finishes (Gloss, Satin, Mineral), which help you create individually distinctive ambiences and unique applications: a new world of surface compositions to ensure modern classic design to the kitchen space and the whole home.
EPIC WHITE. Clean, crisp, and minimal, Epic White is an exclamation of design in pure white. Timeless in approach and application, it enhances a space with a bright take on classic and modern aesthetics.

PEAK WHITE. A subtly influenced white, Peak White contains a warming note that adds subtle depth without losing the crispness of the color.
WHITE ARABESQUE. A white ground, coursing with gray veining, creates the classic look of White Arabesque. The natural stone aesthetic creates a sense of quiet power at home with myriad styles and applications.
SAND ARABESQUE. The subtle tan background of Sand Arabesque is enhanced with deeper tan veining for ease and broad application possibilities. Though monochromatic in coloring, the design is strong and creates a sense of quiet movement.

TRUFFLE. The chameleon quality of Truffle is ideal for spaces where a rich color is desired. A light brown hue is made subtle with a touch of gray, creating something luscious to the eye and design palette.
ICE MIST. Cool, pale gray creates a sense of ease and contemplation in Ice Mist. It is a discreet color for design that wants to be taken seriously, without making a bold statement.
SANDSCAPE. Escape with a beach-inspired color. Sandscape suggests a light beige color as an ideal bridge between lighter and darker hues. It offers a design aesthetic that is grounded and enduring no matter the finish or styling.

VOLCANIC SAND. Deep gray is enhanced with lighter and darker particles in the inspired Volcanic Sand. The look of lava and volcanic mineral deposits lift this darker color and ensure a hue that is natural and alluring.
CINDER GRAY. Inspired by industrial design elements, particles course through the design of Cinder Gray to create depth and add a layered effect to the color.

BLACK DUNE. Powerful and intense, Black Dune creates a moment of grand beauty with its solid black color. Muted with a Satin finish, it is formal in Gloss, and earthy in Mineral, it takes on unique personalities with each finish, but is always in control.
XXL - Corian® Sintered is produced in slabs measuring 3365x1500 mm (132 ½ x 59 in), with calibrated thicknesses of 12, 20 or 30* mm (½ in, ¾ in, 1¼ in) and with a surface area of 5.05 sq m (54.3 sq ft) per slab.

LONG LASTING - Corian® Sintered is long lasting and completely weather proof. Every slab is resistant to acids and alkalis normally use in the home environment, to deep abrasions, fire and frost. It is also unaffected by UV rays and resistant to graffiti.

NATURAL - Corian® Sintered is produced with maximum respect for both people and the environment, using natural ingredients. It is inert, containing no resins or petroleum derivatives.

*30mm (1¼ in) is 57 ½ in (1460 mm) wide, surface area 4.91 sq m (52.9 sq ft).

For further information on the characteristics of Corian® Sintered, please visit: www.coriansintered.com
CORIAN® SINTERED Finishes

GLOSS: The high sheen of the Gloss finish creates a character of timeless design. Gleaming with a lustrous appearance, this look is a bold statement for any color or design.

SATIN: Beautiful for any work surfaces or environment, the Satin finish has a quiet sheen that casts an understated glance with its low reflectance and color enhancing richness.

MINERAL*: A finely textured surface gives the Mineral finish a natural look, as if extracted directly from the earth. It is tactile and indulgent, no matter the color, and offers an earthy look to the surface.

*Mineral is not available in the Arabesque range. Images shown may vary from actual color, we recommend seeing a material sample to ensure color and aesthetic accuracy.
COLOR PORTFOLIO AND FINISHES

The color range is purposefully restrained, with muted hues that can create the ideal ambience in traditional, modern, or transitional spaces. Varying in light values and designs, and when considered in their multiple finishes, they offer an exceptional array of practical and stylish options.

Images shown may vary from actual color; we recommend seeing a material sample to ensure color and aesthetic accuracy.

*Mineral is not available in the Arabesque range.
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CORIAN® SINTERED COMPLEMENTS THE AESTHETICS OF CORIAN® SOLID SURFACE AND CORIAN® QUARTZ, AND OFFERS AN ADDITIONAL RESOURCE FOR STYLISH, STRONG AND VERSATILE DESIGN CONCEPTS, IN UNIQUE SIZES, FINISHES, AND COLORS.

TO KNOW MORE ABOUT CORIAN® SINTERED, PLEASE VISIT CORIANSINTERED.COM OR CONTACT THE LOCAL CORIAN® DESIGN OFFICE OR REPRESENTATIVE.

TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT CORIAN® DESIGN, PLEASE VISIT CORIAN.COM